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News Tracker – Aug 13, 2018 
Yuan per USD (On vs. Off in basis point)

Rate CP Fixing On-shore Off-shore On vs. Off

8/13/2018 6.8629 6.8805 6.8897 -92

vs. Trump -1.2% -1.4% -1.3%

vs. Brexit -4.2% -4.4% -4.4%

vs. 8/10/15 -10.9% -9.7% -9.8%

1D Ago 6.8395 6.8466 6.8692 -226

2D Ago 6.8395 6.8210 6.8460 -250

3D Ago 6.8395 6.8355 6.8252 103

4D Ago 6.8317 6.8313 6.8206 107

5D Ago 6.8313 6.8535 6.8656 -121

1M Ago 6.6727 6.6916 6.7113 -197

3M Ago 6.3524 6.3393 6.3369 24

End-2017 6.5342 6.5068 6.5143 -75

6M Ago 6.3247 6.3410 6.3338 72

1Y Ago 6.6642 6.6712 6.6900 -188

2Y Ago 6.6543 6.6362 6.6520 -158

3Y Ago 6.4010 6.3982 6.4638 -656

4Y Ago 6.1533 6.1542 6.1585 -43

5Y Ago 6.1705 6.1217 6.1195 22

Source: Bloomberg

CURRENCY -- GLOBAL USE

Former PBoC Governor Zhou said the internationalization 

of yuan has happened earlier than expected, but China 

should be keeping a low profile and not push it 

aggressively. --- BBG, Aug 13

DEMOGRAPHICS

People's Daily: To put it bluntly, the birth of a baby is not 

only a matter of the family itself, but also a state affair. --- 

NYT, Aug 11

EQUITIES -- CHINA

CSRC said the momentum of foreign capital investing in 

China’s A-share market hasn’t weakened although global 

trade conflicts have intensified since Jun. --- BBG, Aug 10

FINANCIAL MARKET

PBoC: China should pay close attention to credit risks and 

avoid excessive lending in inclusive finance. China will step 

up supervision of electronic payments and create safe, 

reliable payment environment. --- BBG, Aug 13

Xinhua: The Chinese gov't is seeking to ease liquidity risks 

at online P2P lending platforms by guiding them through 

mergers, assets sales and cooperation with financial 

institutions. --- BBG, Aug 12

FOREIGN BUSINESSES IN CHINA

Samsung is considering suspending operations at one of its 

mobile phone plants in China due to slumping sales and 

rising labor costs. --- Electronic Times, Reuters, Aug 13

FOREIGN RELATIONS

Chinese Foreign Ministry said Malaysian PM Mahathir 

will visit China Aug 17-21. --- BBG, Aug 13

Chinese Foreign Ministry in response to question on US 

sanctions against Iran: China has always been opposed to 

unilateral sanctions. Open and transparent business co-

operations with China and Iran are legitimate and lawful. --- 

BBG, Aug 10

A senior Chinese diplomat said Chinese and Brazilian 

companies could form soy-processing JVs as a way for 

Brazil to export more processed soymeal to China, its top 

buyer of raw soybeans. --- Reuters, Aug 12

China is said to be preparing a political document designed 

to guide diplomatic relations with Japan. --- Nikkei, BBG, 

Aug 12

A UN human rights panel: We are deeply concerned at the 

many numerous and credible reports that we have received 

that in the name of combating religious extremism and 

maintaining social stability, China has changed the Uighur 

autonomous region into something that resembles a 

massive internment camp that is shrouded in secrecy, a sort 

of no rights zone. --- Reuters, Aug 10

Global Times editorial: China’s actions helped salvage the 

far western region of Xinjiang, which was on the verge of 

massive turmoil. It has avoided the fate of becoming 

China’s Syria or China’s Libya. Xinjiang had no room for 

destructive Western public opinions. We must hold onto our 

belief that keeping turmoil away from Xinjiang is the 

greatest human right. --- BBG, Aug 13

INFRASTRUCTURE -- RAILROADS

NDRC has approved a total 78.7 bln yuan ($11.45 bln) of 

urban railway projects in the capital of the northern Jilin 

province, China’s first urban rail project to be approved in a 

year. --- Reuters, Aug 12

MONETARY POLICY & INTEREST RATES

PBoC said it won't implement stimulus in flood-irrigation 

style, won't use yuan as a tool to cope with trade tensions 

and other external issues, and prudent monetary policy 

should maintain neutrality and keep balance between 

tightening and easing. --- BBG, Aug 10

OUTBOUND INVESTMENT

The US gov't has ordered HNA to sell its majority stake in a 

Manhattan building near the Trump Tower. --- WSJ, 

Reuters, Aug 11
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No one can remember (and we can’t think up) more than 7 bullets on 

anything.  Here, last week's top China 7. 

•Our Synthetic Growth Index is likely to be weak again in July, downside 

surprise to us.  Look for more MP ease and FP stimulus.  ‘Whatever it takes.’ 

•China July trade data strong – lifted by front-loading transactions and 

shipments to beat the coming tariffs. 

•In the latest trade war moves, China removed crude oil from its tariff list, but 

substituted additional motor vehicle parts – still totaling $16 bln.   

•PPI July still 4.6% y/y.  But headed to 2% y/y or less by year-end.  High base 

Aug-Dec last year.  Softening growth demand will more than offset any tariff 

lift. 

•China currency, equities, bonds and liquidity – see overview below.  Worries 

are rising as investors are rushing to bonds as a safe haven. 

•Beijing is reorganizing its tech sector approach, highlighting the depth of the 

dependence challenge if US-China relations keep deteriorating. 

•One-child policy, to 2-child, and soon to no limit is coming.  Curb your 

enthusiasm – it will still take 20 years to grow a worker. 

 

Overview. ‘Whatever it takes’ is both the mindset and the challenge.  Beijing is 

playing defense in the economy.  The US-China trade war is ‘alive and ill’ – as 

opposed to ‘alive and well’ – to torture a saying.  We see no back off and 

regard a tariff war as lose-lose even if those losses are not necessarily shared 

evenly.  Everything costs more at the hand of the state.  

And we see somewhat slower growth in a few places in the world, so the 

synchronous global growth is not quite so much.  And as a giant trader, China’s 

growth is challenged.  Add to that the structural changes that are unfolding (heavy 

industry down; tech up; consumer sector rising; productivity gains lower; aging 

demographics; high reliance on debt; still primitive financial sector; market forces 

imperfect, that’s enough) and Beijing has its hands full.   

Our SGI is off to a bad start in July.  We seasonally adjust each component (the 

right thing to do) – and accept the monthly volatility.  But to have Passenger Vehicle 

Sales, Commercial Vehicle Sales and Airway Passengers Carried each off by over 

one full percentage point from June to July (as has been the case) is a lot.  So this 

China Last Week, Aug 5-11, 2018 -- 1 
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is worrisome.  At this point our SGI is as flat as it was in 2015.  And Beijing met 

2015 with fiscal stimulus, interest rate cuts, required reserve ratio (RRR) cuts, more 

lending and a currency devaluation.  So watch the policy setting.   

China equities were up this week, but remain volatile.  At 2795 for the 

SHCOMP, they are just off the 2705 low point of Monday and just above the 5-yer 

low point of 2656 on  Jan 28, 2016.  It is a momentum market and for now we are 

still of the viewpoint that lift from policy will at least counterbalance the evidence of 

economic weakness.  Even in this sketchy week northbound flows (HK to Shanghai) 

dominated as they have for every week (except one) since April.  This is 

comforting.  Beijing is thinking wealth-effect as it watches equity prices – housing, 

consumer durables. 

The currency stabilized this week in the 6.80-6.85/USD range.  Beijing fired a 

warning shot this last week, talking about avoiding ‘herd behavior’ and making its 

intentions clear.  We are not of the view that Beijing wants a weaker yuan in the US 

trade fight.  We still believe, especially in a heightened global trade-war sense that 

a currency war won’t be a help in the trade-war fight.  Keep in mind the currency 

basket is more important than the yuan/USD.  And capital controls remain the 

dominant mindset especially when cross-border M&A involving China is under 

attack.   

The 2-year to 10-year yield curve steepened to 66 bps this week, from 51 bps a 

week ago, from 40 bps a month ago.  Bonds have become a safe haven.  More 

policy action and evidence of better data we think will be needed to reverse this 

thrust.  In the summer of 2015, the curve steepened from 30 bps to 130 bps and 

back to 40 bps over a six-month period.  Liquidity is ample.  The 1-week Repo rate 

ended at 2.31%, from 2.38% a week ago and 3.62% two weeks ago.  Beijing keeps 

jawboning to get funds in the hands of the companies (that it judges in its wisdom) 

that need them.  You make the call.    

 

 

China Last Week, Aug 5-11, 2018 -- 2 
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July All Governments Fiscal Data 

China’s all gov’t fiscal balance, highly seasonal.  Jul at +352 bln 

yuan, vs. an average of +221 bln yuan in Jul of 2011-17.                       

3Q17-2Q18, deficit-to-GDP at 3.3%, vs. target 2.6% in 2018.  

Revenues +6.1% y/y in Jul, vs. +3.5% in Jun.  YTD, +10.0% y/y. 

Expenditures +3.3% y/y in Jul, vs. +7.0% in Jun.  YTD, +7.3% y/y. 

2017 annual deficit 3.08 tln yuan, vs. 2016’s 2.83 tln yuan, and 2017 Nominal GDP 

of 82.7 tln yuan.  Deficit 3.7% of GDP, vs. a record high of 3.8% in 2016.  These are 

sum of official monthly and quarterly data for each calendar year.  But in March 2017, 

Beijing said that the 2016 deficit was 3.0% after adjustment, not the 3.8% the official data 

indicated.  Similar adjustment took place again in March 2018. 

China’s fiscal position deteriorating rapidly in recent years.  Limited safety net – rapidly 

aging population works against this objective.  2015 and 2016 rising deficit; 2017 

hovering high.  Expect similar 2018.  China is addicted to public and private debt, while 

deleveraging so far has been more about de-risking in the finance sector. 

 
China Tax Revenue Sources

Source: State Administration of Taxation, CEIC

China’s Central, Provincial and Municipal Gov’ts

donald.straszheim@evercoreisi.com Evercore ISI

China Tax Revenue Breakdown, % Share in Total

Item, % in Total 01 11 15 16 17

V.A.T. (Dom.) 35.0 27.0 24.9 31.2 39.1

Consumption (Dom.) 6.1 7.7 8.4 7.8 7.1

V.A.T. and Cons. (Trade) 10.8 15.1 10.0 9.8 11.1

Operation (Business) 13.5 15.2 15.5 8.8 0.0

Enterprise Income 17.2 18.7 21.7 22.1 22.2

Individual Income 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.7 8.3

Tariffs 5.5 2.9 2.0 2.0 2.1

All Other 5.4 6.6 10.6 10.6 10.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: State Administration on Taxation
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China Total Vehicle Sales
Monthly Total, NSA

Source: CAAM, DataInsight
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Jul Total Vehicle Sales 1.89 mln units vs. 

2.27 mln in Jun, 2.29 mln in May, 2.32 

mln in Apr.  Data very seasonal. 

•Jul -4.2% y/y, vs. Jun +4.7%, May 

+9.1%, and Apr +11.3%. 

•2Q18 +8.3% y/y, vs. 1Q18 +2.6%, 4Q17 

+0.9%, 3Q17 +5.8%. 

2017 +3.6% to 28.9 mln, vs. 2016 

+13.7%, 2015 +4.6%, 2014 +6.8%.  

Passenger Vehicles 

•Jul -5.3% y/y, first negative growth since 

May 2017, vs. Jun +2.3%, May +7.9%, 

Apr +11.2%. 

•2Q18 +7.0% y/y, vs. 1Q18 +2.6%, 4Q17 

-0.1%, 3Q17 +4.0%,. 

•SA’d m/m, Jul -3.4%, vs. Jun +1.9%.  

(Jan=Feb before SA) 

Commercial Vehicles 

•Jul +2.3% y/y, vs. Jun +17.5%, May 

+15.5%, Apr +11.8%. 

•2Q18 +14.9% y/y, vs. 1Q18 +2.7%, 

4Q17 +8.4%, 3Q17 +18.5%. 

•SA’d m/m, Jul -8.8%, vs. Jun +3.2%.  

(Jan=Feb before SA) 

Note.  CAAM Vehicle ‘sales’ are actually 

deliveries from producers to dealers, not 

sales to end consumers.   

July Vehicle Sales – Passenger & Commercial  
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Source: CAAM, EVRISI Estimates

Annual Units Sold from Manufactures to Dealers

Evercore ISIdonald.straszheim@evercoreisi.com

2018 Estimate as of 1Q

Total              +4.9%

Passenger    +4.5%

Commercial  +7.5%

2017, +3.6% y/y

2018 CAAM Estimate 

+3% y/y
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China Vehicle Sales 2 Components
Passenger Vehicles and Commercial Vehicles, %Y/Y, NSA

Evercore ISIdonald.straszheim@evercoreisi.com

Source: CAAM, CEIC, EVRISI Calculations

Note: Assuming Jan=Feb=0.5*Feb YTD to minimize distortion

by shifting timing of Chinese Lunar New Year holiday.

Note: Lunar New Year distortion

to Jan and Feb numbers

Jul Vehicle Sales 1.89 mln 

Our Call 2.03 mln 
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July Airway Passenger Traffic 

% Y/Y, NSA

China - Passengers Carried - Airway

Source: NBS China, CEIC, DataInsight, EVRISI Calculations

Evercore ISIdonald.straszheim@evercoreisi.com
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China - Passengers Carried - Airway

Jul airway passengers 

+10.7% y/y, vs. +12.9% 

in Jun, +11.5% in May, 

and +15.3% in Apr. 

SA’d, Jul was -2.0% 

m/m, vs. +1.5% in Jun, 

flat in May, and-1.0% in 

Apr. 

12MMS, +12.4% y/y. 

YTD, +12.2% y/y, vs. 

+13.3% a year ago. 

2Q18 was +13.2% y/y, 

vs. 1Q18 +11.7%, 

4Q17 +14.6%, 

3Q17 +10.6%,    

2Q17 +13.5%, 

1Q17 +13.7%, 

4Q16 +13.9%, 

3Q16 +12.0%, 

2Q16 +11.2%, 

1Q16 +10.7%, 

2017, +13.0% y/y. vs. 

2016 +12.0%,  

2015 +11.5%, 

2014 +10.4%,  

2013 +11.1%,  

2012 +9.2%. 

Number of airway passengers carried, 

our favorite real indicator of business 

and consumer sentiment and resulted 

spending combined.  When business is 

growing and income is rising, people 

tend to fly more, and vice versa. 
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July CPI at +2.1% Y/Y 

Jul CPI at +2.1% y/y, 

vs. +1.9% in Jun, with 

prices +0.3% m/m, vs.  

-0.1% in Jun, -0.2% in 

May. 

•Food CPI at +0.5% 

y/y, vs. +0.3% in Jun.        

+0.1% m/m, vs. -0.8% 

in Jun, -1.3% in May. 

•Non-food CPI at 

+2.4% y/y, vs. +2.2% 

in Jun.                 

+0.3% m/m, vs. +0.1% 

in Jun, +0.1% in May. 

Ask us for details. 

Jul CPI +2.1% y/y 

Our Call +1.9% y/y 

Consensus +2.0% y/y 

China CPI and Components (2011-present), % Y/Y

% Year Ago 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18

CPI Headline 5.4    2.6    2.6    2.0    1.4    2.0    1.6    1.8       1.9       2.1         

Services 3.5    2.0    2.9    2.5    2.0    2.2    3.0    2.5       2.4       2.5         

Food (20-21%) 11.8   4.8    4.7    3.1    2.3    4.6    (1.4)   0.1       0.3       0.5         

Clothing 2.1    3.1    2.3    2.4    2.7    1.4    1.3    1.1       1.1       1.2         

Family Service 11.4   9.7    8.7    7.3    6.6    4.4    4.2    5.3       5.4       5.6         

Medical Service 0.6    0.7    1.5    1.2    2.7    3.5    6.5    5.7       5.5       4.9         

Transportation and Communication 0.5    (0.1)   (0.4)   (0.1)   (1.7)   (1.3)   1.1    1.8       2.4       3.0         

Education Service 1.4    1.7    2.8    2.5    2.8    2.5    3.1    2.7       2.7       2.8         

Touring & Outgoing 3.8    1.7    4.0    5.0    (0.5)   2.0    3.6    2.3       1.9       4.4         

Residence (excl. home purchase) 5.3    2.1    2.8    2.0    0.7    1.6    2.6    2.2       2.3       2.4         

Source: NBS China
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Jul PPI was 

+4.6% y/y, vs. 

+4.7% in Jun, 

+4.1% in May. 

July PPI at +4.6% Y/Y 

Jun PPI  +4.6% y/y 

Our Call  +4.6% y/y 

Consensus  +4.5% y/y 

23rd consecutive positive reading 

after 54 negative ones in a row, and 

second month of pickup.   

Prices up for Jul, +0.1% m/m, vs. Jun 

+0.3%, May +0.4%, Apr -0.2%. 
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News Tracker – Aug 10, 2018 

CURRENCY & EXCHANGE RATE

PBoC said China's reserve requirement levy on banks' 

Forex forwards purchases applies to some options and swaps 

trades. --- BBG, Aug 10

DEMOGRAPHICS

CASS researcher: We need to lift restrictions on births 

completely. It has become an irresistible trend to allow 

people to make their own decisions on fertility, which will 

be the direction for the adjustment of population policy in 

the future. --- BBG, Aug 10

ENERGY -- NATURAL GAS

CNPC is said to mull temporarily halt of US LNG purchase 

through the winter to avoid potential tariffs. --- BBG, Aug 10

Cheniere CEO said he does not expect proposed Chinese 

tariffs on US LNG to have any economic impact as it has 

existing long-term contracts with PetroChina. --- Reuters, 

Aug 9

ENERGY -- OIL

Sinopec is said to have done a lot of lobbing work with the 

gov't, prompting China to remove crude oil from its latest 

tariff list. --- Reuters, Aug 9

CNPC said it has discovered oil reserves in Inner Mongolia. 

--- BBG, Aug 10

ENVIRONMENT -- AIR POLLUTION

MEE said China will work to improve the monitoring of 

emissions from heavy industries like steel, coal-fired power 

generation, coke and chemicals in key regions in 2018-

2020. --- Reuters, Aug 10

EQUITIES -- CHINA

FTSE Russel CEO said there's a possibility that the index's 

A-share weighting would be bigger than 0.78% in MSCI’s 

flagship emerging markets index. --- Reuters, BBG, Aug 10

FOREIGN RELATIONS

People's Daily: One of these puts the blame on China, 

saying that China’s strategy is too confident and high 

profile, incurring a one-two punch from the U.S . Another of 

these criticizes China saying that it shouldn’t strike back. 

The meaning is - as long as China caves in, the U.S . will 

raise its hand high in mercy, and the S ino-U.S . trade war 

won’t happen. Such a large size, such a heavy thing, can’t 

be hidden by being low key, just like an elephant can’t hide 

behind a sapling. No matter what China does, in the eyes of 

the U.S ., China’s development has already damaged the 

supremacy of the U.S .--- Reuters, Aug 9

Vice Agriculture Minister said China's imports of U.S . 

agricultural products will fall sharply once Beijing 

implements retaliatory trade measures and China is able to 

cover its demand for cooking oil and animal feed. --- 

Reuters, Aug 10

Foreign Ministry said China's aid to countries in the 

Pacific has no political strings attached and is not aimed at 

any third party. --- Reuters, Aug 10

FOREIGN TRADE

Chinese copper fabricators and importers are said to divert 

or resell cargoes of US copper scrap en route to China after 

Beijing hit such imports with a 25% duty. --- Reuters, Aug 10

Mercedes-Benz sports utility vehicles built in Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama, are being checked by Shanghai customs 

authorities due to safety risk. --- Reuters, Aug 9

MONETARY POLICY & INTEREST RATES

PBoC skipped OMO for fifteenth day and said relatively 

high level of banking liquidity is able to absorb impact of 

gov't bond sales. --- BBG, Aug 10

MACRO-ECONOMY

Many Chinese banks have told local units to increase 

lending to gov't-driven projects, and loans are expected to 

flow into infrastructure construction, advanced 

manufacturing projects, as well as medium, small and 

micro-sized companies. --- CSJ, BBG, Aug 9

PROPERTY & LAND MARKETS, HOUSING

ICBC Shanghai branch said it hasn’t adjusted home 

mortgage rate policy as of now, will strictly implement state 

policy on property market and price housing loans 

prudently, and will promote stable and healthy development 

of housing market. --- BBG, Aug 10

Shanghai branch of Agricultural Bank of China dismissed 

market speculation that it had cut its mortgage interest 

rates by widening the rate discount, and said it will 

implement China’s housing credit policy strictly. --- The 

Paper, BBG, Aug 10

TRADE DISPUTES

MoCom said China will levy AD duties on halogenated 

butyl rubber from the U.S ., EU, and Singapore from Aug 20.

 --- BBG, Aug 10

August 13, 2018
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News Tracker – Aug 9, 2018 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA (CPC)

Wang Huning, the rumored architect of the “China 

Dream”, Xi’s vision for China to become a strong and 

prosperous nation, is said to have been crafting an 

excessively nationalistic image for China, which has only 

provoked the U.S . --- Reuters, Aug 9

ENERGY -- NATURAL GAS

CNPC and CNNOC both said they received important 

instructions from Xi to increase domestic oil and gas 

exploration and production in order to safeguard China's 

energy-security strategy. --- BBG, Aug 9

EQUITIES -- CHINA

CSRC said it will grant foreign investors better access to 

China's market through qualified institutional investor 

programs, open the Shanghai-London stock trading 

connection in 2018, and support the inclusion of A-shares in 

FTSE Russell indexes. --- BBG, Aug 9

FOREIGN BUSINESSES IN CHINA

The U.S .'s three largest airlines, Delta, United, and 

American Airlines, said they are in the process of amending 

their systems to address Chinese requests over how they 

refer to Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan, after Chinese state 

media reported that they had yet to complete revisions in 

time for a Thursday deadline. --- Reuters, Aug 8

FOREIGN RELATIONS

MoCom confirmed that China will impose 25% tariffs on 

an additional $16 bln worth of imports from the U.S . from 

Aug 23. --- BBG, Aug 8

PM Li told President of UN General Assembly a world of 

multilateralism is needed now more than ever, and int'l 

order based on rules should be maintained to boost freedom 

and convenience of trade. --- CNR, BBG, Aug 8

USCBC VP said American companies with supply-chain 

exposure to China have shifted some production to other 

countries as US tariffs begin to bite China, they’re 

planning for a bigger shift should those duties mount, and 

they’re not building new facilities outside of China, but 

shifting it to countries where they already have spare 

capacity. --- BBG, Aug 9

China Daily: The two countries’ trade conflict, which is 

merely push and shove at the moment, is likely to escalate 

into more than just a scuffle if the US administration 

cannot marshal its mobster mentality. --- Reuters, Aug 8

Chinese Foreign Ministry official said talks on completing 

a code of conduct for the S . China Sea will be long and 

complex, and it would be unrealistic to set a timetable. --- 

Reuters, Aug 9

INVESTMENT OVERSEAS

China's Holitech Technology signed MOU with India's 

Andhra Pradesh gov't to invest about 1 bln yuan in the 

region's electronic industry. --- BBG, Aug 8

MFG -- UP THE VALUE CURVE

China has revamped a national leadership group charged 

with planning and studying its key technological 

development strategies. The group, formerly called the 

“National Technology and Education leadership Group” 

under the State Council, has been renamed without the 

mention of education to reflect a focus on technology. PM 

Li will lead the group with Liu He was deputy. --- Reuters, 

Aug 8

MONETARY POLICY & INTEREST RATES

PBoC skipped OMO for fourteenth day and said relatively 

high level of banking liquidity is able to absorb impact of 

gov't bond sales. --- BBG, Aug 9

REGIONAL ECONOMICS

Announcement of China's Greater Bay Area plan to 

transform 11 cities into a Chinese version of S ilicon Valley 

is said to have been delayed to avoid being targeted amid 

current trade tensions. --- SCMP, BBG, Aug 8
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Equity Tracker – Shanghai, Shenzhen – 8/13/2018 

Shanghai Composite Index

Source: Bloomberg
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CSI 300 - Components
30-Day Performance of Industry Groups

Source: Bloomberg
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Close         
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Positive News Negative News

2785.9 Index recouped most of its earlier losses aided by Index ended lower, led by financial shares.

-0.3% gains in shares of tech firms.

2795.3 Index edged higher, capping a weekly gain of 2%, 

0.03% aided by strong gains of tech shares.

2794.4 Index closed higher, led by tech sector, and health-

1.8% care stocks recovered some of previous days' lost.

2744.1 Index retreated, on fresh US tariffs and increasingly

-1.3% heated trade war between US and China.

2779.4 Index posted its biggest gain in more than 2 years

2.7% led by infrastructure and property companies.

2705.2 Index extended the loss to a fourth day, at its lowest

-1.3% since Feb 2016, on concerns about trade war.
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Equity Tracker – Hong Kong – 8/13/2018 

Hang Seng Index (Hong Kong)

Source: Bloomberg

Most Recent 30 Days
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Hang Seng Index (Hong Kong)
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Hang Seng – Industry Groups
1-Day Performance of Industry Groups

Source: Bloomberg
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Hang Seng – Industry Groups
30-Day Performance of Industry Groups
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Positive News Negative News

27936.6 Index slid the most in more than one week, over

-1.5% concerns of brewing financial crisis in Turkey.

28366.6 Index snapped a four-day winning streak, paring

-0.8% weekly gain to 2.5%.

28607.3 Index climbed for a forth day, on gains in mainland

0.9% equites and the yuan. 

28359.1 Index extended the rally to a third day, led by strong

0.4% earnings reports and gains for energy producers.

28248.9 Index climbed the most in five weeks, led by 

1.5% mainland infrastructure companies, developers.

27819.6 Index halted five-day losing streak, helped by 

0.5% PBoC's steps to curb losses for the yuan.
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Equity Tracker – Taipei – 8/13/2018 

Taiex Index (Taipei)

Source: Bloomberg
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Taiex – Industry Groups
1-Day Performance of Industry Groups
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Taiex – Industry Groups
30-Day Performance of Industry Groups

Source: Bloomberg
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Positive News Negative News

10748.9 Index fell for a third day, below 10800 points, as 

-2.1% a sell-off was triggered by concerns over Turkey.

10983.7 Index ended below 11000 points, on escalating 

-0.4% trade fiction between US and China.

11028.1 Index closed lower, led by electronics and financial

-0.4% stocks.

11075.3 Index ended higher, led by bellwether electronics

0.8% sector, with TSMC at the forefront.

10983.4 Index was weighed lower by TSMC.

-0.4%

11024.1 Index edged higher, as non-high tech stocks took

0.1% the spotlight from the sluggish electronics sector.
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